ABSTRACT The massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology relies on many antennas at base stations to offer high throughput to meet 5G network requirements. However, each base station requires accurate channel state information during channel estimation. Pilot contamination is one of the significant challenges that limit higher order MIMO deployment because it causes channel estimation error. In this paper, a Wiener predictor (WP) using the temporal-based prediction technique was first proposed and then extended as the coordinated WP (CoWP). The WP method is based on prediction using information that has been stored and processed at the base station from a modified subframe, whereas the extended CoWP method requires neighboring base station coordination to assign collection and prediction with other base stations. Results showed a reduction in channel estimation error due to pilot contamination after the Wienerbased prediction and coordinated base station techniques were used. The proposed CoWP technique can increase the performance of channel estimation error by up to 25 and 30 dB relative to the performance of other research technique and conventional MMSE channel estimation. This paper indicates that the pilot contamination effect can be minimized by exploiting the temporal dimension, and this approach increases the number of MIMO order for future 5G base stations, which currently limited due to pilot contamination.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (massive-MIMO) is a new technology in the fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks [1] - [3] . The essential purpose of massive-MIMO is to establish an enormous number of antennas at a base station for multiple mobile users [4] - [6] . Considerably increasing the number of antennas at a base station by using multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) technique enhances spectral efficiency (SE) during uplink and downlink that simultaneously transmits and receives independent data-streams at the same time and frequency [7] .
Evolution from fourth-generation (4G) MIMO technology is not an easy advancement for contemporary MIMO research. The new MIMO technology increases the limitation from eight MIMO antennas to a higher number of MIMO antennas in the so-called massive-MIMO. Several difficulties arise in implementing massive-MIMO technology, such as the pilot and noise contamination effect [8] - [13] . Pilot contamination is caused by several factors, such as non-reciprocation between a base station and user transreceiver [14] , [15] , hardware imperfection [16] , and non-orthogonal pilot sequence reuse [17] - [20] . This research focuses on pilot contamination due to non-orthogonal pilot reuse. In previous studies about massive-MIMO technology, pilot contamination effect in time division duplex (TDD) and frequency division duplex (FDD) are reduced with various performance metrics, such as spectral efficiency [17] , sum rate [18] , [19] , channel estimation error [20] - [23] , energy efficiency [24] , and signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) [25] . In this study, we presented an enhancement in performance for mean square error (MSE) of channel estimation error and uplink per-cell rate performance in a pilot contaminated cellular environment. Several techniques are used in reducing pilot contamination effect in massive-MIMO and categorized into pilot-based [21] , [24] , spatial-based [19] , precoding-based [26] , [27] , and trainingbased techniques. These techniques use full [20] , semi-blind [22] , or blind [28] , [29] channel estimation.
We proposed a coordinated wiener predictor (CoWP) based on Wiener-based prediction technique and base station coordination method to improve the overall channel estimation performance by reducing the effect of pilot contamination in the massive-MIMO system. To reduce pilot contamination, we compared the proposed technique with another similar approach by using Wiener and base station cooperation techniques. The previous study that used the Wiener filter technique to reduce pilot contamination proposed a channel aging prediction technique [30] , which involves the use of optimal linear finite impulse response Wiener of overcoming channel aging due to the Doppler effect and the use of uplink pilot training for predicting downlink transmission. The channel prediction technique [31] involves the use of a Wiener filter for the smoothing of pilot training during channel estimation. This study compares with the second proposed technique in [31] only because channel prediction is similar (in term of technique) to the proposed WP and CoWP techniques in this study. For the reduction of the effect of pilot contamination, the proposed technique in this study was compared with the coordinated base stations technique [32] that uses covariance-aided Bayesian channel estimation and base station cooperation. This study is an extension of previous studies [20] where the optimization of channel coefficient vector (important for the proposed algorithm) is used for the proposed WP and CoWP channel estimation technique. This study is expected to produce comprehensive results through the implementation of additional performance metrics.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces and describes the signal and system model for the cellular network. Section III provides an analysis of the massive-MIMO system with and without the pilot contamination effect. Section IV describes the proposed techniques (WP and CoWP) to overcome pilot contamination effects. Section V presents the simulation results obtained through the conventional and proposed channel estimation technique for the massive-MIMO system. Section VI provides the conclusion.
II. SIGNAL AND SYSTEM MODELS
The cellular network topology system model is assumed to contain the C numbers of network cells. Every network cell has a base station B to operate with numbers of mobile users U . Each active base station is equipped with the N t number of transmit antennas and N r number of receive antennas. For served mobile users, each user is equipped with M t number of transmit antennas and M r number of receive antennas. As reviewed in the previous section, the key feature of the massive-MIMO technology is the enormous number of antennas at base stations compared relative to the number of antennas for mobile users.
The system model for this cellular network research model runs in the TDD protocol, which allows a base station to transmit and receive signals from mobile users at the same frequency but at different time slots. The channels are operated with OFDM-based time selective channels containing multiple time-selective channels and multiple subcarriers. During transmit and receive operations, a base station estimates downlink channel state information (CSI) through channel reciprocity (based on calculated uplink CSI) to lessen interference during downlink transmission. Thus, the TDD protocol has the downlink propagation matrix that is similar to the transpose of the uplink propagation matrix.
The considered cellular network is assumed to be a quasi-static block fading in a MIMO channel system model because the channel coefficient within each symbol is similar, but the channel coefficient varies between symbols. First, we let the channel vector for active u in a c connected to the b at the n-th symbol as [30] :
where the combined channel matrix from all mobile users connected to the b in c can be described as
For further analysis in this research, the channel models h bcu [n] are defined as stated [7] , [33] :
where R bcu ∈ C N t ×N t is a deterministic Hermitian-symmetric matrix and g bcu [n] ∈ C N t ×U is a fast-fading channel vector. The deterministic Hermitian-symmetric matrix includes other effects, such as shadowing (losses due to natural environments or buildings), the presence of multipath components, and path loss. For uplink transmission (also known as a reverse link), active mobile users simultaneously transmit pilot and data to their serving base stations during transmission. We let x r,c [n] be the set of symbols transmitted by a mobile user u and the set of symbols received by b in c at time n during the reverse link. The subscript r is used to symbolize the reverse link for symbols received at the base station. The transmitted symbols sent from active mobile users and received symbols arrived at the base stations are mutually independent. We can define this uplink transmission symbol
T ∈ C U as the transmitted symbol vector by the U users in cell c.
Active mobile users transmit symbols by using the same average transmit power of p r to the serving base station during the reverse-link. The received vector for b at c cell is given by In another event, all serving base stations use MU-MIMO transmission technique to transmit a symbol to its served and active mobile users during downlink transmission, otherwise known as a forward-link. Given that all serving base stations simultaneously transmit symbols to their served mobile users, an interfering broadcast channel occurs with other transmitted symbols during downlink transmission. We let x f ,c [n] be the set of symbols transmitted from serving base station b and the set of symbols received by served active u in c at time n during the forward link. The subscript f is used to symbolize the forward link for symbol transmit from serving b to serve active u. We can describe this forward link symbol
T ∈ C U as the symbol vector transmitted from the b to its serving U users in c.
The received vector for served active mobile user u that transmitted from b in c can be created as
where
is the desired signal sent by the base station b to user u, z f ,bu [n] is noise contamination, and
is the interference encounter by the active mobile user u during forward link. b uses the same average transmit power of p f during the forward link. We let z f ,bu [n] ∼ CN 0, σ 2 bu be complex AWGN for the received signal by serving active u from serving b in c. Thus, we can describe
T ∈ C U as the combined noise vector at the served active u and b in c.
III. PILOT CONTAMINATION EFFECTS
One of the major issues for massive-MIMO technology is inaccurate CSI due to pilot contamination during channel estimation [34] , [35] . The effect of pilot contamination has started to become critical after the number of active MIMO antenna considerably increases, thereby increasing the number of pilot training required at the base station. Moreover, the problem of pilot contamination during channel estimation is more crucial to massive-MIMO than to conventional MIMO because of the increase in the number of transmit and receive antennas at the serving base station. This increase causes pilot overhead during the training period. Most previous studies that attempted to improve the conventional MIMO focused on the AWGN and fading effect. The effect of AWGN, small-scale fading, and large-scale fading effect can be eliminated by increasing the extremely large number of transmit and receive antennas at the base station [36] . Several methods for conventional MIMO technology have been proposed for the elimination or reduction of the effect of pilot contamination during channel estimation [35] , [37] , [38] . However, when the numbers of transmit and receive antenna considerably increases, the computation of the previous method used in conventional MIMO technology becomes impractical [25] . Serving base stations estimate the channels state information based on received training signals (also known as training sequences or pilot training) in the transmitted symbol sent by active mobile users, as shown in Figure 1 . All the serving base stations in each cell allocate and share the same set of U pair-wise orthogonal pilot signals. The training signal can be expressed as := [ψ 1 ; · · · ; ψ U ] ∈ C U ×τ , where ψ U ∈ C 1×τ for u = 1, · · · , U . Therefore, the training signal is normalized such that * = I U . The duration of the training signal period is τ . The received training pilot signal at serving base station b during reverse link is
where Z p,b [n] C N t ×τ is a spatially AWGN that affects the pilot training signal during the training phase at the serving base station b. Subscript p is used to symbolize the pilot training signal transmission phase. The active mobile users u use the average transmitting power of p p during the pilot training phase. The effect of pilot contamination occurs during the pilot training period and causes channel estimation error, thereby enabling the determination of the CSI.
IV. PROPOSED CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE: WIENER PREDICTOR AND COORDINATED WIENER PREDICTOR
Filtering is one of the techniques that has been widely used for the reduction or elimination of unwanted noise or signals in wireless communication. The Wiener-and Kalman-based filtering techniques are considered filtering techniques. This paper focuses on the Wiener-based filtering technique. The Wiener-based filter is selected because it is simpler than the Kalman-based filter [31] . The former filter follows the formulation and solves the problem in the estimation; continuous-time; and least MSE problem introduced by Norbert Wiener [39] . An extensive comparison between Kalman-and Wiener-based filtering techniques was reviewed in a previous work [40] . This study is divided into two different techniques by introducing Wiener-based filtering to both techniques, namely, WP and CoWP techniques for channel estimation in the massive-MIMO system. The CoWP-WP technique is expected to perform three important tasks in channel estimation: (i) filtration, which removes unwanted noise by comparing previous CSI information; (ii) smoothing, in which an approximation technique is used for the current CSI on the basis of a group set of previous and current CSI information; and (iii) prediction, where the prediction is based on the current or previous CSI information for future CSI.
A. WIENER PREDICTOR CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The Wiener predictor channel estimation technique is a combination of MMSE channel estimation technique, block-data formulation (BDF) of the Wiener-based filter technique, and weight coefficient vector into one channel estimation technique. In this study, the BDF in the Wiener filter is used to lessen the unwanted interference and noise in the pilot training signal during the channel estimation process. This process is followed by predicting future data using the previous data based on the weight coefficient vector. The term ''data'' in this paper refers to previous measured CSI for the active mobile user that stored in the serving base station. The WP channel estimation technique focuses on predicting h bbu [n] using the previous received pilot signals,
The T W is known as the time sample of the Wiener filter that post-processes the previous data of pilot training generated through conventional MMSE channel estimation technique stored at the base station. The T W is also used for the weight coefficient vector. The basic equation for Wiener filter input and output is given as
where x (n) is the desired pilot training signal, x (n) is the filter output pilot training signal, and e (n) is the error in the pilot training signal. The BDF technique used for reducing unwanted noise is an alternative formula equation constructed with a Wiener-based filter that used a set of T W collected from two types of sample data. The first type of sample data is from the pilot training signal received by the serving base station during a reverse link, Prediction is a method for determining future data through the analysis of two different groups of previous data, which are the desired data (accurate data after the reduction of unwanted interference and noise through a smoothing technique) and measured data (currently estimated or previously predicted but still less accurate than the desired data because it contains unwanted interference and noise when the prediction technique is used). In this section, we focus on predicting h bbu [n + 1] based on the current and previous groups of pilot training signals stored at the serving base station.
Here, we assume that the serving base station knows the measured CSI and weight coefficient vector through MMSE channel estimation. Furthermore, depending on the CSI assumption, the serving base station has stored the following previous measured CSI for WP:
where WP can be rewritten as
where n is the time index during reverse link phase, h wp is the post-processing predicted output for CSI using WP technique, h bbu is CSI calculated through conventional MMSE channel estimation, and w T W = [w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n−1 ] is the Wiener-based filtering weight coefficient vector. The subscript wp for h wp is used for denoting the Wiener predictor technique. The value of T W is the duration during the prediction phase in WP algorithm used for the accumulation and calculation of the set data of the previously stored CSI and calculation of future CSI. The most efficient and suitable values for various environments and conditions can be determined by variably modifying the value of T W [20] . The value of T W requires the optimization of the weight coefficient vector. The weight coefficient vector is the previous value stored for future prediction process. Thus, the accuracy of the weight coefficient vector depends on the duration of T W for previous data to be stored and measured. The optimization is shown in the next section. However, the weight coefficient vector is based on a Wiener-based filtering technique that requires the statistical properties of the input process known, which is previous CSI. This research only focuses on T W optimization for weight coefficient vector based on walking speed movement at 3 km/h in C3-Bad Urban channel models. Extensive study is required for determining the relationship between the relation of weight coefficient vector and T W related with other movement speed and other environment channel models (rural, sub-urban and C1, C2-urban).
Given that the BDF technique has been proven based on Eqs. 7 and 9, we develop the group of pilot training for optimizing CSI into
. . .
. . . 
and the above matrix equation can be modified for compact matrix notation into
The main idea behind the proposed WP channel estimation technique is to perform the collection phase; that is, to store previous measured CSI, h bbu (n − 1) during the channel estimation process through the use of pilot training technique and prediction (no pilot training for measuring CSI, only prediction) phase for every received subframe by the serving base station b. Figure 2 shows the transmission symbol during a reverse link after the WP technique is used when the value of T W is 5. From the 1st to 5th subframe, the collection phase alone is initiated, which is a measurement process only because of a lack of stored CSI to conduct prediction during the beginning of every transmission. However, the subsequent subframes (from the 6th to the 10th subframe), the prediction process is performed in every subframe without a measurement process. Thus, we reduce the depending of pilot training to measure CSI during channel estimation process, thereby reducing the effect of pilot contamination with neighbor cells. The collection and prediction phase is run alternatively and changed every T W cycle.
The WP procedure can be described as follows:
• During the reverse link training, the active u sends a pilot training signal to the serving b. The serving b calculates the h bbu for reverse link training.
• Then, serving b calculates a new weight coefficient vector, w T W , using the h bbu (n − 1), as shown in Eq. (11) • During the collection phase, the CSI is calculated through conventional MMSE channel estimation technique.
• The base station stores previous CSI and newly calculated weight coefficient vector only.
• During the prediction phase, the serving base station will not perform channel estimation for the calculation of the measured CSI because no training pilot is transmitted.
• However, the current CSI is predicted with the WP algorithm. The serving base station b calculates the predicted CSI, h wp , using the previously measured CSI, h bbu (n − T W ) and weight coefficient, w T W (n − T W ) for CSI prediction, as shown in Fig 3. 
B. COORDINATED WIENER PREDICTOR (CoWP) CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The CoWP channel estimation assists in the allocation of the pilot training phase from the base station management protocol to the mobile users and base station. The purpose of the coordination management among serving base stations is to improve the use of covariance matrices for pilot training during reverse link. During transmission, a base station and serving mobile user within the same cell tend to avoid transmitting and receiving at the same time to minimize the effect of pilot contamination and interference. However, pilot contamination and signal interference continue to occur because of the interference signal from the mobile users and base station from different cells [41] , [42] . The average transmit power during pilot transmission is usually higher than the average transmit power during data transmission because of the importance of the channel estimation process to measure the CSI [43] - [46] . The key to the CoWP channel estimation technique is exploiting the pilot training period sequence for each active mobile user at all base stations. Active mobile users under all base stations are assigned with an identical pilot sequence, and all the pilot signals are transmitted at the same time. A time-synchronized neighbor cell for pilot training phase at the same time for all cells is important for the CoWP channel estimation technique. Moreover, base stations in all cells are using CoWP channel estimation. Each of these base stations tends to assign a pilot training period differently from the training period for other cells. The CoWP channel estimation that uses base station coordination will cooperate among base station in assigning collection and prediction phase for all base stations. The CoWP channel estimation technique can be explained as follows: During reverse-link, all active mobile users transmit pilot and data signals to a serving base station, which then cooperates with neighboring base stations from other cells to assign collection and prediction phases for all active users in every cell, as shown in Figure 4 . For the minimization of estimation error due to pilot contamination, all active users transmit pilot and data signal during the collection phase on the basis of WP only, as shown in Figure 5 . However, during the prediction phase, all active users transmit data signal only without a pilot signal in the subframe. Thus, all cells enter the collection phase in the sequence queue. Table 1 shows our parameters of the massive-MIMO simulation. The massive-MIMO channel model is simulated with the WINNER 2 channel model [47] . To ensure the fairness and equality of pilot contamination effect across all users in the massive-MIMO system, we consider a symmetric multi-cell network in which all active mobile users are scattered randomly on a cell edge and the distances between the serving base stations and active mobile users were the same. Moreover, time-frequency resources allocated for pilot transmission and channel coherence time are limited, and the number of the possible orthogonal pilot sequence is limited for pilot training. The fairness and equality of pilot contamination effect are important in studying the performance of the proposed and conventional channel estimation techniques for addressing pilot contamination environments in a worstcase scenario. The pilot contamination is assumed the worst VOLUME 6, 2018 during the synchronization process. For the simulation of the pilot contamination effect, a time-synchronized neighbor cell scenario increases the effect of pilot contamination because all users are transmitting pilot symbols at the same training period. However, active mobile users randomly travel and use a random pattern behavior at 3 km/h (average walking speed). Fine resolution is achieved by repeating the massive-MIMO simulation 100 times and averaging the results.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the conventional technique was measured with a channel estimation error performance metric and compared with the performance of the proposed WP and CoWP channel estimation technique. The MSE performance metric is represented as (12) where h desired is the wanted channel data (original CSI without interference, noise, and pilot contamination) and h measured is the estimated channel data (measured and predicted CSI, tainted with interference, noise and pilot contamination). The second performance metric for this research paper is the per-cell rate of the uplink obtained, which is calculated as follows:
where SINR j is the received SINR for the active mobile user in the j-th cell. In this simulation, the maximum ratio combining (MRC) beamformer is considered a receiver detection for the uplink per-cell rate. The proposed and conventional channel estimation is used for the received uplink signal by the serving base station. The beamforming weight vector of the j-th serving base station is w MRC jj,measured = h jj,measured . Figure 6 shows the relationship between T W with channel estimation error using the proposed WP channel estimation technique. This result shows the optimization value of T W obtained through the WP technique wherein 2 and 20 MIMO antennas used. T W (corresponding to one subframe or 1 ms) is denoted on the x-axis, and the MSE of channel estimation error is denoted on the y-axis. The figure shows that the optimal value of T W is at 5; thus, T W is set to 5 for the rest of the simulation for WP and CoWP. The performance of channel estimation error does not increase when the value of T W is more than 5. The MSE performance is saturated when T W is set at 5. This T W value corresponds to the previously stored data for measured CSI (h bbu (n − T W ), predicted CSI h wp (n − T W )), and weight coefficient vector, w T W (n − T W ). A T W value more than 5 will increase the memory usage at the base station for data storage, thereby limiting the performance of WP technique.
FIGURE 7.
Channel estimation error for the massive-MIMO system during reverse-link, with conventional MMSE channel estimation techniques, other research approaches, and proposed WP and CoWP. Figure 7 shows the measured massive-MIMO performance for the channel estimation error through MMSE channel estimation, channel prediction [31] , and coordinated BS [32] for other similar research approaches and the proposed WP and CoWP techniques. The MMSE channel estimation technique is used for the benchmarking of the performance of the conventional technique. The result in Figure 7 can be used for the comparison of the performance of interference-free (without pilot contamination effect) environments with pilot contamination environments for conventional approaches, other research approaches, and proposed techniques. The result shows that the CoWP technique is the best, followed by coordinated BS, WP, channel prediction, and MMSE technique. The proposed CoWP channel estimation technique can increase MSE performance by up to 18 and 30 dB relative to the performance of the proposed WP technique or MMSE channel estimation. The proposed CoWP also outperforms other research approaches, such as coordinated BS and channel prediction, by up to 10 and 25 dB.
WP channel estimation uses previous CSI to predict future CSI. Serving base stations accumulate previous CSI and weight coefficient vector for every active mobile user it served and update them occasionally in order to maintain the performance of the WP technique. However, prediction through the WP technique is based on stored information that is affected by pilot contamination, whereas the prediction through CoWP technique is based on stored information with a coordinated base station technique that helps reduce the pilot contamination effect in the stored information. The base stations assign the active users in the cell for the collection phase (pilot training period) to transmit pilot and data, while other neighbor cells assign their respective active users required to transmit data signal only (without pilot) during the prediction phase. The collection and prediction phase is a phase changes in the alternate queue that uses base station cooperation for the CoWP technique. The average transmit power for the pilot signal is higher than that for the data signal, as clarified in the previous section. However, the performance of CoWP channel estimation cannot replicate nor outperform the MSE performance for the conventional MMSE technique during interference-free environments because of the delay and channel-aging effect for stored information. MMSE channel estimation is generally used as a benchmark to represent the conventional technique, whereas coordinated BS [32] and channel prediction [31] represent other similar research approaches to be compared with proposed techniques (WP and CoWP). The performance of WP and CoWP techniques increased up to 30 and 14 dB, respectively, compared with the performance of the MMSE technique in standard MIMO at 2 antennas. However, the performance of WP and CoWP techniques at 200 antennas increased by up to 26 and 12 dB, respectively. The performance of CoWP outperformed the other proposed and conventional techniques. The CoWP channel estimation based on 2 MIMO antennas produced better performance than the MMSE technique based on 200 massive-MIMO antennas. Furthermore, MSE performance for MMSE during pilot contamination was larger than 0 dB and nearly reached 20 dB, which is unacceptable for communication. This result is due to pilot contamination during channel estimation. The MSE for M=2 for the conventional MMSE technique is between 10 to 20 dB. A massive-MIMO can reduce the effect of pilot contamination by increasing the number of antennas or increasing the SNR. The result shows that when the number of antennas is increased, MSE for M=200 for conventional MMSE is between 0 dB to −10 dB. The conventional MMSE using M=200 is outperformed by other techniques that use M=2 only. This result shows the importance of the channel estimation technique to the reduction of the pilot contamination effect for maximizing the capabilities of the massive-MIMO system.
Thus, if an appropriate filtering method is used for pilot decontamination, even a standard MIMO using the proposed CoWP can perform better than the massive-MIMO using 200 antennas and a conventional channel estimation technique. This result shows the importance of pilot decontamination in the estimation of the desired CSI during the pilot training phase to fully use massive-MIMO technology. The coordinated BS technique performed better than did WP and channel prediction. However, with improvements in channel estimation, the performance of coordinated BS can be as good as that of CoWP in future. The CoWP technique is a combination of Wiener-filter and BS cooperation technique has been proven to reduce the pilot contamination effect. FIGURE 9. Uplink per-cell rate performance for a massive-MIMO system using MMSE, WP, and CoWP channel estimation techniques during pilot contamination scenario. Figure 9 shown the uplink per-cell rate performance achieved by the MMSE and proposed channel estimation techniques in the presence of pilot contamination. The MRC beamforming method is deployed at receiver to optimize the generated output SNR in an environment in which both noise and interference co-exist [48] . The MSE for received signal increased because of the coherent combination of the received signal from multiple antennas. The performance of uplink per-cell-rate for proposed CoWP technique improved by up to 35 bit/sec/Hz relative to the MMSE technique and by up to 20 bit/sec/Hz relative to the WP technique. The performance of per-cell-rate for the WP technique increased from 7-17 bit/sec/Hz from 2-200 MIMO antennas compared with that of the MMSE technique. The performance for coordinated BS is better than that of WP but below that of CoWP. However, both proposed WP and CoWP perform better compared with the channel prediction technique. This figure also shows a different perspective, in which rate performance increases significantly when the number of antennas increases from 2 to 80 and increases gradually to VOLUME 6, 2018 the point of saturation when the number of antennas increases from 80 to 200. In terms of uplink per-cell rate performance, the massive-MIMO system is inefficient because it cannot efficiently enhance rate performance for more than 80 MIMO antennas. Nevertheless, other receiver detection strategies can be used for the improvement of uplink per-cell rate performance, such as the data-aided technique or multi-cell MMSE, and enhancement of receiver detection; these strategies can enable us to maximize the benefits of the massive-MIMO system [49] - [51] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a novel algorithm to improve channel estimation in massive-MIMO systems and proposed two channel estimation techniques: WP and CoWP. The proposed CoWP channel estimation technique can increase the performance of MSE performance by up to 25 and 30 dB relative to the performance of other research techniques and conventional MMSE channel estimation.
The pilot contamination effect caused channel estimation error during the pilot training phase and resulted in differences between the desired and estimated CSI values. The proposed WP and CoWP channel estimation techniques that apply the Wiener-based filter, BDF function, and coordinated base station technique reduced the practical effects due to interference and pilot contamination that restricting the deployment of the massive-MIMO system. This study contributed to the evaluation of proposed channel estimation techniques for the performance of channel estimation error on the reverse-link in the environment of pilot contamination compared with conventional channel estimation (MMSE) and other research approaches (coordinated BS and channel prediction) that are similar to the proposed technique. Furthermore, we optimized the T W value, which is the duration for the collection and prediction phase in the proposed WP algorithm. The CoWP technique is the extension of the WP technique and integrates Wiener-based channel estimation for the prediction and cooperation of base station at a training period. By contrast, the WP technique uses a Wiener-based filter to reduce pilot contamination and predict future CSI. The simulation results corroborate the potential and effectiveness of the proposed WP and CoWP channel estimation techniques in reducing the pilot contamination effect in the massive-MIMO system. Potential future work is to study the performance of the proposed WP and CoWP channel estimation technique at different mobility speeds and scenarios.
We intend to derive a theoretical analysis of SINR and sumrate expression of the proposed CoWP, which will be useful in system design and performance evaluations for simulation or testbeds. We also intend to use performance analysis for the proposed CoWP at different movement speeds to test the effectiveness of the proposed scheme at different timevarying channels and different channel models, including urban, suburban, and rural area channel models. 
